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Reviewer’s report:

1. This manuscript is a modeling related paper; the authors should exercise more model analyses and incorporate model implications into the paper.

2. All of the figures should be revised to meet the quality of the journal. Figures 1-4 better to be combined as one figure. Please refer to Figure 1 in BMC Infect Dis 2009, 9:190. The present figures should be rearranged.

3. Figures 5-7: Are those figs derived from modeling results or sensitive analysis? Sensitive analyses are important in the mathematical modeling scheme. Therefore, to perform sensitivity analysis is recommended.

4. Why do the certain results shown in “Abstract” not appear in the “Results” section and Tables/Figures?

5. Because the manuscript is performed by using a stochastic analysis, the presented results should incorporate the uncertainties or confident intervals in the simulation results.

6. Finally, the authors might add certain applications/implications in the revision.
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